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The Not-So-Invisible Hand
The Voters Have Spoken 

 GOP Retains Senate, Dems Flip House. Though a handful of races have yet to be called, it has become clear
that Republicans will maintain their hold on the Senate, but Democrats will govern a new majority in the House
of Representatives. The split Congress outcome is largely consistent with many pre-election forecasts.

 Gridlock is Good? Compromise between a Trump White House, GOP Senate and Democratic House may be
hard to come by, (re)introducing gridlock as well as a more robust system of checks-and-balances to
Washington. Historically, gridlock has been good for equities, with the S&P 500 performing worst when one
party dominates politics, suggesting the process of compromise often achieves more balanced outcomes.

 What Remains the Same? Two of the White House’s bigger initiatives as of late have been trade and the
rollback of regulatory policies, over which the executive branch has largely unilateral authority. Therefore,
even with Democratic control of the House of Representatives, the Trump administration can still proceed
with its plan on these fronts largely unimpeded.

Our Take: The midterm results have re-introduced gridlock to Washington, which may be a good thing for equities. 

Looking Ahead for the Fed 
• No Surprise from the Fed. As expected, the Federal Reserve kept interest rates unchanged at its meeting last 

week. The statement accompanying the decision highlighted the ongoing strength in the labor market and 
that “further gradual increases” for the federal funds rate may be appropriate over the “medium term.”

• Another Rate Hike Likely in December. Fed Funds futures imply a 75% probability that the Fed will raise rates 
for the fourth time this year in December, right in line with the Fed’s own projections. Over the last two years, 
while the market has remained skeptical, the Fed has consistently met its rate hike projections. As such, 
markets have been adjusting their base case to meet the Fed, contributing to asset price volatility.

• 2019 Rate Hike Timing Unclear. Investors have become accustomed to rate hikes only at the Fed meetings 
that accompany a press conference, which occur once per quarter. In 2019, however, each meeting will 
feature a press conference, with Fed Chair Powell implying that all meetings will be “live” beginning next 
year. This may contribute to volatility as markets attempt to figure out the timing of future rate hikes. 

Our Take: The Fed remains on a gradual rate hike path, in recognition of the ongoing strength of the economy. 

Not All International Markets Are Equal 
 Dysfunction in Europe. The Eurozone is in the final stages of conflict on two fronts: Italy’s budget and Brexit.

Following a quarter of near-stagnation, tensions have risen between the European Union and Italy over plans
to increase deficit spending, while the terms of Britain’s looming departure still remain unclear.

 Reform in Japan. Prime Minister Abe continues to push for economic reform in an effort to boost growth.
Japan is seeking improvement to immigration policy by increasing the number of foreign workers permitted
in the country. This proposal can support Japan’s stark labor shortage and declining population.

 Uncertainty in Latin America. As 2018 is proving to be a rough year for emerging markets, Latin America has
fared among the worst, where political and economic cracks have destabilized growth. Brazil recently
elected far-right politician Jair Bolsonaro, who poses uncertainty to the direction of reform. Meanwhile,
Argentina’s fate lies in the hands of an International Monetary Fund bailout as debt levels soar.

 Opportunity in Asia. Stocks across Asia have been weak year-to-date amid poor sentiment over tariff
concerns and economic slowdown. However, the underlying long-term trend of a rapidly expanding middle
class throughout the ten Southeast Asian nations that comprise ASEAN can provide opportunities for
businesses that cater to the tastes of this growing market.

Our Take: International markets have struggled this year but provide pockets of opportunity at attractive valuations. 
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Chart of the Week:  

Gridlock is Good (for Markets) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates of interest:  
11/12: N/A 
11/13: U.S. NFIB Small Business Index; Germany CPI & ZEW Sentiment; Japan Q3 GDP & Industrial Production; China 
Industrial Output & Retail Sales 
11/14: U.S. CPI; Eurozone Q3 GDP & Industrial Production; Germany Q3 GDP; Japan Retail Sales 
11/15: U.S. Jobless Claims, Empire State Index & Retail Sales; Eurozone Trade Balance 
11/16: U.S. Industrial Production & Capacity Utilization; Eurozone CPI 
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Source: Glenmede Investment Research, Haver Analytics, Office of the Clerk of the House of Representatives and whitehouse.gov 
Data from 1947 through Q3 2018
*”At least one strong” means that one party controlled 60% or more of the votes. Weak majority means that both House/Senate were
controlled by one party with under 60% of the votes. “White House with no control” means there was an aligned House/Senate with a 
President from the other party. 

Equities perform worst 
when one party 

dominates politics.


